Lincoln Motor Company Case Study
Consumer Segmentation & Content Optimization
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BACKGROUND
The Oculus360 consumer insights platform uses machine learning to
identify consumer demand and segmentation by analyzing unaided
online consumer commentary.

WE IDENTIFY CONSUMER DEMAND IN A FEW DIFFERENT WAYS.
Our platform recognizes if a particular product fills a need, either hedonistic or logistical, based
on certain product and/or brand attributes and occasions of use (such as season, time of day,
holiday, etc.). We then tie these attributes and occasions to consumer perceptions, both sensory
and emotive. We collect and organize all of these into industry themes: insights and ideas that
we can track over time.
In addition, we segment consumers in a number of ways using our machine learning
platform. Oculus360 analyzes how things are said by consumers, using psychoanalytics and
psycholinguistics. We look at the Big 5 personality traits and find out how each trait “speaks”
online to identify them through their online commentary.
Oculus360 also identifies what generation (Gen X, Millennial, etc.) a consumer is a part of by the
way they interact and behave online. Gender is identified in the same way.
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SEGMENTATION

Studying the consumers’ perceived strengths and weaknesses for
vehicles then mapping segments to vehicle ad buys on
3rd party sites
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CASE STUDY
These capabilities are exactly why Lincoln Motor Company and their agency,
Hudson Rouge, used the Oculus360 platform for their annual spring sales
event promoting Lincoln’s MKX SUV vehicle.
WHAT LINCOLN MOTORS & HUDSON ROUGE WANTED
Leverage the platform to analyze which vehicle attributes (such as “cabin openness”
or “advanced navigation”) were perceived as strengths or weaknesses by their target
segments (Gen X, Male Boomers, & Female Boomers).

WHAT WE DID TO ACCOMPLISH THIS
We analyzed over 700,000 online consumer conversations from sources like Cars.
com, Edmunds, and other automotive review sites. These are natural, unaided
conversations that reveal greater consumer truths, without the sample and aided
biases of a survey or focus group.

HOW WE WE’RE ABLE TO REACH OUR GOAL
We automate this consumer demand and segmentation process using Oculus360’s
machine learning capabilities, including natural language processing and semantic
networks. With 700,000 conversations, doing this manually would be next to
impossible. You need machine learning assistance to turn hundreds of thousands of
data points into actionable insights.
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SEGMENTATION & VEHICLE USAGE
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OUR FINDINGS
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NOW WHAT?
Using Oculus360’s consumer segmentation capabilities, we isolated Lincoln’s target generations,
such as Gen X, and applied vehicle attribute thematics that are important and relevant to
Lincoln’s new MKX. We then applied them to competitive vehicles to understand which vehicle
attributes Lincoln has an advantage in with each consumer segment.

With “hybrid mileage”, Lincoln has an advantage as it is a perceived strength of the MKX vehicle.
But what do we do with this consumer insight?
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HOW WE UTILIZE OUR FINDINGS
We used this insight for ad content optimization. On third-party sites where Lincoln bought
ads, we took the attributes that were important to a target segment and applied them to
ad content that was presented to that target segment, providing a more compelling callto-action. If our segmentation and the associated attributes are right, there’s a higher
probability that a presented ad gets a click.
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RESULTS
These ads drove consumers to the Lincoln website with the ultimate
goal of getting them to the website car builder tool which would then
connect them with a local Lincoln dealer.
When consumers arrived at the website, Lincoln’s agency used a technique called
sequential messaging. When we know a particular consumer segment cares about specific
attributes, we serve an ad that highlights attributes.
Consumers are then led to an area of Lincoln’s website that expands on these attributes
while encouraging the consumer to continue onto the car builder. If the consumer deviates
from this sequential path and starts to click around to other attributes, we then recalculate
whether the consumer is part of the segment we thought they were in initially and adjust
accordingly.
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2x

+4-6%

weeks at #1 Conversation
in the Share Segment

Online Shopper
Counts

Point Increase in
Conversion Across
Segments

Source: Lincoln’s Digital Drives Brand With Digital Content - Paul Miser, Head of Digital, Hudson Rouge
MediaPost’s Marketing: Automotive 2015 NYC. http://www.ustream.tv/recorded/77326015

FANTASTIC RESULTS!
The results were fantastic. For this Spring sales ad campaign, Lincoln
saw a 4-6% lift across all segments. This was a huge success, as last year
conversion was only at 2%.

APPLYING OCULUS360

ACTIONS TAKEN &
RESULTS ACHIEVED

Helped them understand how
customers define the key vehicle
features, sensory and emotional
elements, and occasions of use

Revamped ad content to reflect how their
customers define luxury. Refined customer targets
and channels.

1. COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS
2. ENHANCED SEGMENTATION
3. CONTENT STRATEGY
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4% revenue lift
15%

improvement in digital and
click through rate (CTR)

Source: Lincoln’s Digital Drives Brand With Digital Content - Paul Miser, Head of Digital, Hudson Rouge
MediaPost’s Marketing: Automotive 2015 NYC. http://www.ustream.tv/recorded/77326015

WHAT HUDSON ROUGE HAD TO SAY

“

During one of the most important vehicle launches in the rebrand of the Lincoln
Motor Company, we knew we needed to do things a bit differently since we were
entering the most competitive segment in the luxury auto space. To give us a
competitive advantage we partnered with Oculus360.
Their data insights allowed us to fully understand consumer perceptions of every
vehicle and vehicle feature in the category. We were able to get extremely surgical in
how we segmented our audience and how we developed our sequential messaging
strategy for all communication efforts.
We created content that pinpointed areas of opportunity for Lincoln, while attacking
competitive gaps based on Oculus360’s data. Using this level of intelligence from
Oculus360, we saw an increase in conversion to our digital properties, shopping
behaviors and ultimately achieved our sales objectives.

“
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IMPACT ROI
Lincoln Motor Company’s parent company, Ford Motor Company, spent $2.34 billion on
advertising last year. Conversion rates are very small, so any slight conversion increase will
impact ROI and translate into huge revenue increases.
For more on this Lincoln Motor Company case study, please check out this video from the
Marketing: Automotive conference.
For more Oculus360 case studies, check out our presentation from the Disruptive Decisions
Summit.
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END
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